
Monopsony Article Response  

Please read the three attached articles. Write a one-page typed reflection 
on the two prompts. Use evidence from the articles, your knowledge of 
economics, your book, etc.: 

a) Explain how the authors of each article describe their respective 
industry as a monopsony.  

b) Use Amazon, Obamacare and the Comcast/Time-Warner merger to 
consider whether Monopsony’s are “good” or “bad” for society?    

 
1) Amazon’s Monopsony Is Not O.K. 

Paul Krugman New York Times OCT. 19, 2014 

Amazon.com, the giant online retailer, has too much power, and it uses that power in 
ways that hurt America. 

O.K., I know that was kind of abrupt. But I wanted to get the central point out there 
right away, because discussions of Amazon tend, all too often, to get lost in side issues. 

For example, critics of the company sometimes portray it as a monster about to take 
over the whole economy. Such claims are over the top — Amazon doesn’t dominate 
overall online sales, let alone retailing as a whole, and probably never will. But so what? 
Amazon is still playing a troubling role. 
Meanwhile, Amazon’s defenders often digress into paeans to online bookselling, which 
has indeed been a good thing for many Americans, or testimonials to Amazon customer 
service — and in case you’re wondering, yes, I have Amazon Prime and use it a lot. But 
again, so what? The desirability of new technology, or even Amazon’s effective use of 
that technology, is not the issue. After all, John D. Rockefeller and his associates were 
pretty good at the oil business, too — but Standard Oil nonetheless had too much 
power, and public action to curb that power was essential. 
And the same is true of Amazon today. 



If you haven’t been following the recent Amazon news: Back in May a dispute 
between Amazon and Hachette, a major publishing house, broke out into open 
commercial warfare. Amazon had been demanding a larger cut of the price of Hachette 
books it sells; when Hachette balked, Amazon began disrupting the publisher’s sales. 
Hachette books weren’t banned outright from Amazon’s site, but Amazon began 
delaying their delivery, raising their prices, and/or steering customers to other 
publishers. 
You might be tempted to say that this is just business — no different fromStandard 
Oil, back in the days before it was broken up, refusing to ship oil via railroads that 
refused to grant it special discounts. But that is, of course, the point: The robber baron 
era ended when we as a nation decided that some business tactics were out of line. And 
the question is whether we want to go back on that decision. 
Does Amazon really have robber-baron-type market power? When it comes to books, 
definitely. Amazon overwhelmingly dominates online book sales, with a market share 
comparable to Standard Oil’s share of the refined oil market when it was broken up in 
1911. Even if you look at total book sales, Amazon is by far the largest player. 

So far Amazon has not tried to exploit consumers. In fact, it has systematically kept 
prices low, to reinforce its dominance. What it has done, instead, is use its market 
power to put a squeeze on publishers, in effect driving down the prices it pays for books 
— hence the fight with Hachette. In economics jargon, Amazon is not, at least so far, 
acting like a monopolist, a dominant seller with the power to raise prices. Instead, it is 
acting as a monopsonist, a dominant buyer with the power to push prices down. 

And on that front its power is really immense — in fact, even greater than the market 
share numbers indicate. Book sales depend crucially on buzz and word of mouth (which 
is why authors are often sent on grueling book tours); you buy a book because you’ve 
heard about it, because other people are reading it, because it’s a topic of conversation, 
because it’s made the best-seller list. And what Amazon possesses is the power to kill 
the buzz. It’s definitely possible, with some extra effort, to buy a book you’ve heard 
about even if Amazon doesn’t carry it — but if Amazon doesn’t carry that book, you’re 
much less likely to hear about it in the first place. 

So can we trust Amazon not to abuse that power? The Hachette dispute has settled that 
question: no, we can’t. 



It’s not just about the money, although that’s important: By putting the squeeze on 
publishers, Amazon is ultimately hurting authors and readers. But there’s also the 
question of undue influence. 

Specifically, the penalty Amazon is imposing on Hachette books is bad in itself, but 
there’s also a curious selectivity in the way that penalty has been applied. Last month 
the Times’s Bits blog documented the case of two Hachette books receiving very 
different treatment. One is Daniel Schulman’s “Sons of Wichita,” a profile of the Koch 
brothers; the other is “The Way Forward,” by Paul Ryan, who was Mitt Romney’s 
running mate and is chairman of the House Budget Committee. Both are listed as 
eligible for Amazon Prime, and for Mr. Ryan’s book Amazon offers the usual free two-
day delivery. What about “Sons of Wichita”? As of Sunday, it “usually ships in 2 to 3 
weeks.” Uh-huh. 
Which brings us back to the key question. Don’t tell me that Amazon is giving 
consumers what they want, or that it has earned its position. What matters is whether 
it has too much power, and is abusing that power. Well, it does, and it is. 

1) The Problem with a Health Care 
Monopsony 

By Jeffrey M. Spiers, American Thinker, October 2010 

Americans detest monopolies. And rightly so. Theoretically, monopolies represent an 

inefficient allocation of scarce resources. The monopolist is adept at converting consumer 

surplus into producer surplus since fewer goods are produced at a higher price. Remember 

long-distance telephone services? Under Ma Bell, prices were higher and services anemic. 

Today, the cost of long-distance telephone service is inconsequential. Americans tend to value 

increased competition and fear monopoly power. 

The monopolist has the luxury of producing fewer goods or  



 

services while charging a higher price. In this country, "uncompetitive" equates to "un-

American." We not only desire competition; we expect it. The competitive free market produces 

a surplus that society has come to expect and enjoy in the United States. 

But one man's surplus is the Leftists' excess. And to the Left, excess is to be avoided. Think 

greed, avarice, inefficient, unfair. 

The rhetoric used against insurers in recent days makes it seem like the executive branch is 

back to monopoly-busting, giving the impression that they are performing a public service. But 

with over 1,300 health insurers in this country, rationality dictates that we describe the existing 

marketplace in terms that approach competitive rather than monopolistic. 

In the six months since President Obama signed health reform into law, competition has 

decreased. Unable to meet health reform law requirements, smaller, regional health insurers 

have merged or have been acquired. As a result, fewer insurers exist today than six months ago. 

This outcome squarely contradicts what the administration claimed; fewer insurers mean less 

competition among insurers. 

The health insurance marketplace will continue to contract. Witness last week's beat-down on 

insurers who dared justify 1% to 9% premium increases to compliance with the new law. 

Secretary Sebelius has a list and will be checking it twice! This unfriendly, adversarial 



relationship between the government and health insurers will eventually cause insurers to exit 

the marketplace altogether. Rather than be saddled with increased financial risks without the 

ability to price health policies accordingly, insurers will simply remove themsel 

 

themselves from the spotlight of public humiliation and financial ruin. 

In this new environment of fewer and fewer willing (and compliant) health insurers, what will 

happen to the cost of health services and health insurance? The answer lies not with the 

economics of a monopoly, but with the economics of monopsony power. A monopoly is the 

single seller of a well-defined good or service for which there are no close substitutes in the 

marketplace. A monopsony is the single buyer of a good or service. The accompanying graph 

illustrates the economic outcome of the monopsony model using inpatient hospital days as a 

basis for comparison. 

Point C represents equilibrium in a competitive marketplace. Price PC is the market clearing 

price for quantity of inpatient hospital days demanded QC. With a single buyer of hospital 

inpatient services, the monopsonist must pay a higher price for all additional services as 

represented by the marginal factor cost curve (MFC) because he must negotiate the cost of 

inpatient days in advance. To compensate, our monopsonist reduces the price from PC to PM by 

reducing quantity supplied from QC to QM, otherwise known as "rationing." Monopsony power 



suggests a single buyer pays a lower price but purchases a lower quantity than the competitive 

marketplace would support. Who can argue with lower prices? 

But will society actually see a price reduction in health insurance? This is doubtful. In the 

monopsonist model, we assumed demand and supply were static. Health reform will add some 

30 million to the insured rolls, which will translate to increased demand. Health reform has also 

thinned the ranks of providers translating to decreased supply. Here's the monopsonist graph 

again with these two adjustments: 

With supply reduced and demand increased, 

 

the competitive marketplace equilibrium shifts to point C*.  Marginal factor costs are still 

higher than the new supply curve, forcing the monopsonist to pay more hospital stays. To 

compensate, quantity is reduced from QC to QM*, reflecting the profit maximization price PM*. 

The net effect of ObamaCare will be fewer insurers leading to a government-run, single-payer 

monopsony health care system; fewer services provided by the system (with still fewer 

providers); and higher prices paid by all. 

The societal cost of a single-payer health system is the dead-weight loss of the formerly 

enjoyed surplus provided by a competitive market compounded with increased costs. This 

outcome is identical to that of the monopoly: higher prices paid for fewer services from fewer 

providers. Adam Smith was right. Free markets provide the most societal good in the most 



efficient manner. This is why Americans detest monopolies. But you already knew that. What 

you didn't know is that Americans also hate monopsonies. 

	  

	  

2) Not a typo, monopsony in spotlight in 
U.S. cable deal 

Reuters,	  David	  Ingram,	  Feb	  21,	  2014	  

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - If U.S. antitrust enforcers decide to challenge the proposed 
$45 billion merger of Comcast Corp and Time Warner Cable Inc, it may be because of an 
idea with a funny-sounding name that has been gaining currency in government 
offices. 

The idea is monopsony power, the mirror image of the better-known monopoly power 
but a concept that is just as old. 

A monopoly is one seller with many buyers, while a monopsony (pronounced muh-
NOP-suh-nee) is one buyer with many sellers. A textbook example is a milk processor 
that is the only option for dairy farmers to sell to, and that then forces farmers to sell 
for less. 

The U.S. Justice Department's Antitrust Division is all but certain to examine the 
potential monopsony power, or buying power, that a combined Comcast and Time 
Warner Cable would have over media companies that provide TV programming, 
according to lawyers with expertise in antitrust law. 

The combined company would have a near 30 percent share of the U.S. pay television 
market, Comcast has said, as well as be a major provider of broadband Internet access. 

"It's a potential concern," said Maurice Stucke, a former Justice Department antitrust 
lawyer who is now a University of Tennessee professor and of counsel at the law firm 
GeyerGorey. 



"It's not as much in the limelight as monopoly, but monopsony has always been part of 
the antitrust laws," he said. 

Monopsony concerns tend to have a lower profile because they may not directly affect 
consumers. The harm to the market comes if suppliers go out of business, which 
reduces society's overall output, or if suppliers have less money to invest in new 
technology, equipment and expansion. 

Consumers may even benefit from monopsony if a company cuts its prices, although 
the savings are not always passed along. In the case of Comcast-Time Warner Cable, it 
could be argued that a more powerful pay TV operator may be able to lower fees if it 
can negotiate lower programming costs with the TV studios. 

"It's a monopsony problem when it threatens to decrease output. If all it does is reduce 
cost, it's a good thing," said Herbert Hovenkamp, a University of Iowa law professor. 

He added: "Monopsony is one of those things that is frequently claimed and rarely 
proven." 

GETTING BETTER DEALS 

Princeton University economist Paul Krugman criticized the proposed Comcast-Time 
Warner Cable merger in a February 15 post on his New York Times blog titled, 
"Monopsony Begets Monopoly, And Vice Versa." 

Comcast "is able to extract far more favorable deals from content providers than 
smaller rivals," Krugman wrote. "And if it's allowed to acquire (Time Warner Cable), it 
will be even more advantaged." 

Others say it is hard to see how a media conglomerate like Walt Disney Co, or even 
smaller content providers, would feel much pain from slightly lower payments or from 
one fewer way to distribute shows. 

"Given the rapidly increasing number of avenues for distributing content, I think that's 
far-fetched," said Jeffrey Eisenach, an economic consultant who has done work for 
Comcast in the past but is not working on the merger. 



Asked about the possibility of a monopsony challenge, a spokeswoman for Comcast 
pointed to a 2009 federal appeals court ruling that said there was "overwhelming 
evidence" that the communications marketplace was competitive. The ruling threw out 
a regulation designed to limit market share among companies such as Comcast to 30 
percent. 

"Today there are even more types of video competition than when the court threw out 
the case," Comcast spokeswoman Sena Fitzmaurice wrote in an email. 

She said TV networks can distribute their programs to consumers in many ways, such 
as DirecTV's satellite service or Verizon's FiOS video service. There are also video 
streaming sites, such as Netflix and Hulu. 

Antitrust experts said Comcast and Time Warner Cable may be able to address some 
government concerns by extending the terms of a settlement that Comcast signed with 
the Justice Department in 2011 to secure approval to buy NBC Universal. For instance, 
Comcast promised to make programming, such as cable news channel CNBC, available 
to competing pay-TV companies. 

ANTITRUST STANDARD 

Review of the Comcast-Time Warner Cable deal is expected to take several months. 
Either the Justice Department or the Federal Trade Commission will examine it for 
antitrust compliance, while the Federal Communications Commission will rule on 
whether it is in the public interest. 

The antitrust standard is whether the deal would substantially lessen competition. If 
government lawyers believe it would, they could sue in federal court. Sometimes even 
the threat of a suit is enough to scuttle a deal. 

Monopsony has been getting more attention within the Justice Department. A senior 
staff economist, Gregory Werden, wrote a paper in 2007 arguing that the original U.S. 
antitrust law, the Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890, was designed to protect sellers as well 
as end-user consumers. 



In 2010, the department drew attention to monopsony concerns when it released 
revised guidelines for corporations considering mergers. The guidelines replaced a 
document from 1997 and included an expanded discussion of monopsony. 

When suppliers do not have "numerous attractive outlets for their goods or services," 
the two agencies "may conclude that the merger of competing buyers is likely to lessen 
competition in a manner harmful to sellers," the guidelines said. 

Wal-Mart Stores Inc has routinely faced criticism that it has monopsony power because 
of its ability to drive down the prices it pays suppliers. But the retail giant's defenders 
say there is little evidence that suppliers are hurt, and Wal-Mart's low prices for 
customers also make it popular. 

Monopsony is most often an issue in agriculture. 

In 1999, the Justice Department feared that Cargill Inc's plan to acquire part of 
Continental Grain Co would concentrate the market for buying corn, soybeans and 
wheat, and it approved the acquisition only after the global commodities trader agreed 
to sell off grain elevators. 

The Justice Department sued in 2008 to block the combination of two of the top four 
U.S. beef packers, JBS SA and National Beef Packing Co, saying it would have hurt both 
cattle suppliers and consumers. The companies abandoned the deal four months later. 

In the context of the pay TV market, a key question is how a channel would fare if it 
were not carried by a merged Comcast-Time Warner Cable. 

"If you're told you can't reach 30 percent of a potential market, how significant is that 
for a competitor who wants to produce? That's a technical question," said Peter 
Carstensen, a University of Wisconsin law professor. 

"You've got to put the data together. You've got to come up with a plausible story, with 
witnesses, with the econometrics, to make that case," he said, "and whether that can be 
done convincingly, I don't know." 

	  


